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COMPONENTS OF MARGINAL BALANCE OF PAYMENTS COST
This paper focuses on the dollar outflow, resulting from homeporting ships overseas, that is over and above the dollars already being spent on foreign economies by ships routinely deployed to overseas areas from home ports in the United States. We refer to this increment as the marginal balance of payments cost.
Three kinds of spending by the Navy and its personnel were found to constitute almost all of the marginal international balance of payments (IBOP) costs to the overseas homeporting programs in Greece and Japan during fiscal year 1973. The types of spending are: (1) personal spending on the local economy by Navymen and their dependents while overseas, (2) ship's maintenance in foreign activities, and (3) overseas base support costs.
Personal Spending
The marginal personal spending IBOP cost is the difference between what overseas homeported personnel and their dependents living overseas spend on the local economy during the year and a prorated estimate of what CONUS deployed personnel would have spent on foreign economies during the same year.
The CONUS deployed personnel contribute to the IBOP cost by spending U.S. dollars for recreational activities and foreign goods purchased overseas. Overseas homeported personnel and their dependents purchase a wide range of goods, food, clothes, and spend additional funds for housing and other basic commodities.
Included in the IBOP cost for the CONUS deployed personnel is the cost of foreign goods imported by their dependents who remained in CONUS.
Ship's Maintenance
All ships which undergo maintenance and repairs in a foreign shipyard or in the Navy repair facilities which are manned primarily by foreign nationals contribute to the IBOP cost. A marginal IBOP cost exists because the overseas homeported ships expend more funds per ship-year for non-scheduled repairs in the foreign activities than the CONUS deployed ships and planned maintenance is scheduled for overseas homeported ships in the foreign activities whereas CONUS deployed ships return to the United States for such maintenance.
Non-scheduled maintenance includes restricted availabilities (RA) that require the induction of a ship into an industrial activity and technical availabilities (TA) where certain equipment is submitted to the shipyard for emergency repairs. Planned maintenance includes (1) overhauls. (2) selected restricted availabilities (SRA) that are scheduled for aircraft carriers, to provide concentrated repair efforts necessary for these ships to meet their strenuous operating commitments, and (3) planned RA periods which are scheduled to modify specific equipment under the Fleet Modernization Program or for other necessary maintenance if overhauls are deferred for financial reasons.
The IBOP cost for overseas homeported ships undergoing overhauls, SRA, and planned RA periods is all incremental to overseas homeporting; whereas the marginal IBOP cost for nonscheduled maintenance per ship-year is the difference in IBOP expenditures between the overseas homeported ships and the CONUS ships that would have been deployed during the same time period. The marginal I BOP cost for ship's maintenance is the sum of non-scheduled and planned maintenance costs.
Base Support
An I BOP cost for base support of overseas homeported ships is incurred because facilities such as piers, commissaries, exchanges, landing fields and schools have to be built or rented, or existing facilities often have to be modified. The magnitude of the marginal I BOP costs will depend on the presence of existing facilities in the homeporting area. In some instances, the facilities provide services not only to the homeported units and their personnel but to CONUS deployed units and 
PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING BALANCE OF PAYMENTS COSTS OF OVERSEAS HOMEPORTING
The following paragraphs discuss the development and application of the procedure for estimating marginal IBOP costs due to personal spending, ship's maintenance and base support. Relationships uncovered in historical data describing IBOP costs in Greece and Japan are assumed to be applicable to other potential overseas homeporting areas. The assumptions which are made in order to estimate the balance of payments cost from the historical data from Greece and Japan also have to be made when estimating marginal costs for other areas. In addition, the following assumptions are necessary: (1) personal spending and ships' maintenance cost estimates for overseas homeporting in Greece and Japan are representative of such spending in all other Mediterranean and Western Pacific overseas homeports, respectively; and (2) base support costs are proportional to the number of men in the overseas homeport.
PERSONAL SPENDING
Overseas Homeported Personnel
Either of two closely related measures obtained from the historical data can be used as the basis for estimating the IBOP cost of personal spending by overseas-homeported personnel in future overseas homeports: (1) total personal spending overseas (TPS) or (2) the portion of total personal spending that contributes to the IBOP cost (ITPS). Where no U.S. government sponsored facilities, such as housing, commissaries and exchanges, will be available in the overseas homeport, all personal spending overseas should contribute to the IBOP cost. 1 Since new overseas homeports may not have these facilities, we will use TPS for estimating IBOP costs.
To predict TPS we will use the model shown in equation ( To the extent that ITPS is a constant proportion of TPS, i.e., the two measures are highly correlated, we can adjust the values of TPS predicted from the regression analysis (TPS) to produce IBOP cost estimates for options which also include U.S. government^sponsored^facilities. This is accomplished by multiplying TPS by the constant proportion, f, i.e., TPS x f = ITPS. Table 3 shows the correlations (again from Greece and Japan) between the independent variables and TPS and the IBOP cost. The independent variables tend to correlate in a similar manner with TPS and the IBOP cost. TPS and IBOP cost correlate at .93. This suggests that the IBOP cost tends to be a relatively constant proportion of TPS, and that TPS could be used for estimating IBOP costs in overseas homeports with or without facilities.
When there are U.S. facilities where goods and services may be obtained, Yypg will overestimate the personal spending IBOP cost. To account for the possibility that these facilities will be available, we multiply Yjpg by the proportion of TPS that we observed in the historical data, .69, which sets a lower bound on the estimate for an overseas homeporting option that includes facilities. Comparing man-year costs across ship types reveals the costs to be nearly (within 1 percent) identical. This result was predictable, since the relative proportion of men in each paygrade is similar across ship types. Considerable change in the distribution of paygrades (nj * N) would have to occur before significant differences in man-year costs would result. Therefore, the man-year costs shown in the example would apply to most ship types Navy planners might consider for overseas homeporting, for the types of options illustrated. This suggests that the "average" costs shown should be used as planning factors in estimating the marginal personal spending IBOP costs for future overseas homeporting programs. To account for the time dependent factors such as payscales, CONUS deployed costs and propensity to consume foreign goods, these factors should be inflated at an annual rate of 4 percent 1 beyond the base year of FY 1973.
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When using these figures as planning estimates, it must be assumed that the p values, i.e.. proportion accompanied, proportion in Navy housing, proportion assigned ashore, will be representative of future overseas homeporting programs. When different values for these proportions are determined for future programs, the procedure outlined for computing these costs under the different options should be followed to arrive at appropriate costs, in lieu of using the planning estimates.
SHIP'S MAINTENANCE
The procedure estimates marginal IBOP costs of ship's maintenance for a given ship type on a ship-year basis. It is assumed that ships to be overseas homeported in the Mediterranean and Western Pacific under future programs will use the same foreign repair and maintenance facilities as are currently being used by overseas homeported ships in these areas and to the same extent. By applying these factors of 5.7 and 2.6 to the non-scheduled repair costs for CONUS ships we can estimate these costs for ships of any given type being considered for future overseas homeporting programs.
The marginal IBOP cost for scheduled maintenance will depend upon considerations such as the policy for accomplishing overhauls in overseas facilities, rotation cycles, and material condition of the ships. In the absence of costs already budgeted for planned maintenance, which accout for these considerations, it will be necessary to estimate future costs of this kind as a function of present experience with overseas homeported ships.
The value of the planning factor f s (ratio of scheduled maintenance costs to non-scheduled costs) was also determined from historical data.
For the DDs homeported in the Mediterranean, the planned maintenance costs per ship-year were $42 thousand. 1 This was 1.24 times the marginal non-scheduled cost estimate of $34 thousand. 2 In the Pacific, the cruiser and destroyers experienced a similar situation. The scheduled portion of the maintenance cost for the homeported cruiser ($719 thousand) was 1.47 times that of the marginal non-scheduled cost ($488 thousand). Also, the total IBOP expenditure per ship-year for destroyers homeported in Japan was $858 thousand and scheduled costs ($509 thousand) were 1.46 times that of the marginal non-scheduled IBOP expenditures ($349 thousand). ' The scheduled maintenance costs per ship-year were derived from the total planned maintenance costs of the overseas homeported ships over a three year period. 2 Since the scheduled maintenance costs were those projected over a three year period, the values used here for the non-scheduled costs were not those observed in FY 1973, but those expected over the next few years, i.e., CE^ x ff.
The values of 1.2 and 1.4 represent IBOP scheduled maintenance factors (f s ) which can be applied against marginal non-scheduled maintenance estimates to estimate the IBOP expenditures for scheduled maintenance. The costs for scheduled maintenance derived from these factors represent "rule of thumb" estimates to be used where current maintenance policies are applicable. For example, if the capability is developed in the Mediterranean of overhauling ships, the factor for that area would have to be revised. 
BASE SUPPORT
The incremental base support costs for new overseas homeporting programs are dependent upon certain characteristics of the homeport itself, as well as the types and number of units considered for the program. The number of personnel being supported and the cost of leases will be the driving variables for the recurring costs, while the types of units and characteristics of the homeport, such as existence of support facilities and desired expansion, will affect the one-time costs.
The recurring support costs for new overseas homeporting programs are based upon the apportioned support costs per man-year observed in the historical data from Greece and Japan.
Leases and one-time support costs are largely dependent upon policy decisions regarding the need to expand facilities required by particular types of units for their operation. For example, overseas homeporting a CV/CVW requires an airfield, which may be available but in need of expansion, to handle additional aircraft. The expansion of pier space and cold iron facilities are other policy decisions which will depend upon available facilities and the number of units utilizing them.
It is difficult to extrapolate one-time support costs and lease costs from the experience in Japan and Greece because of the unique characteristics of each area and the configurations of units which could be considered for future overseas homeporting programs. One-time costs and leases will be estimated as a portion of the recurring expenditures. These estimates for one-time costs and leases may be useful for general planning purposes but should only be used when definite data for a particular homeport is not available. Table 9 During these years, the lease cost in Greece was 1.75 times as great as the other recurring costs and the total one-time costs were 18 percent of the recurring costs. In the Western Pacific, no leases were required and one-time costs were 19 percent of the recurring costs during the period. If it is determined that leases will be required to support an overseas homeporting program in the Western Pacific, a value of 1.75 for fl should be used.
